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+17736619546 - https://casayari.com

The menu of Casa Yari from Chicago includes 17 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the card cost about
$8.4. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Casa Yari:

my man and I finally went to casa yari last week and it was delicious about everything I could imagine. vegan
empanadas to share I had the vegan machuca mofongo that was from this world and so beautiful. husband had
the vegan cubano sandwich and made a happy eating dance. for drinks he got the Caribbean sunset and I got
the homemade parcha (passion fruit). there are non-vegan options, but 98% of the menu also had a v... read
more. At Casa Yari in Chicago, there are delicious sandwiches, small salads and further snacks for quick

hunger, as well as hot and cold drinks, the exquisitely creative fusion of an assortment of components
guarantees customers an unforgettable taste experience of this expertly prepared fusion cuisine. The Asian
fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Casa Yari. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known

meals too boring should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of
ingredients enjoy, This restaurant offers a catering service that allows visitors to eat the dishes at home or at the

event.
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Salad�
TACOS

Appet�er�
EMPANADAS

Sandwiche�
STEAK WRAP $8.0

Sid� dishe�
CASA SALAD $9.0

Desser�
FLAN

Cocktail�
PINA COLADA

M�ica�
ENCHILADA

�schsgericht�
PAELLA

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

Ingredient� Use�
FRUIT

PASSION FRUIT

Popular Item�
TILAPIA EN COCO $13.0

HONDURAN BALEADAS $3.8
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RELLENITOS DE PLANTANOS $8.0
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 12:00-20:00
Wednesday 12:00-20:00
Thursday 12:00-20:00
Friday 12:00-20:00
Saturday 12:00-20:00
Sunday 12:00-18:00
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